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“The desert can’t be described …

Théodore	Monod

A	breath-taking	desert:

The Agafay desert is a rocky desert
spreading over 20 kilometres. Its
microclimate is surprising: at the foot
of the Atlas mountain range, the
atmosphere is too close to Sahara’s
climate.

No sand dunes here, but a very soft
rocky field with breath-taking
landscapes, lights that vary depending
on the time of the day and snow-
capped peaks, including the Toubkal, in
the background – only 30 kilometres
fromMarrakech!

Perfect place to welcome high
standard customers, curious to
discover all the Morocco’s faces.
The Agafay desert offers also a huge
contrast between the intense
Marrakech and the lush Atlas
mountains.

it needs to be experienced.”



In	the	middle	of	a	vast	
space	of	21	hectares,	
the	camp	consists	of	
three	parts.	The	upper	
part	includes	a	
restaurant,	"the	
Soukoune”	and	“Les	
terrasses d’Agafay”	for	
the	events.

In	the	bottem part,	to	
fully	appreciate	the	
stargazing	at	night,	the	
bivouac	
accommodation	offers	
the	unique	
opportunity	of	
spending	a	night	in	the	
desert.	
Designed	in	the	spirit	
of	travel	and	
expedition	by	Vincent	
JAQUET,	each	tent,	
harmoniously	
arranged	for	a	perfect	
experience,	offers	a	
comfort	and	an	
unexpected	quality	of	
service	in	this	desert	

environment.	
As	the	restaurant	for	
the	passenger	is	
separated	from	the	
camp,	our	guests	can	
fully	appreciate	the	
quietness	and	privacy	
of	the	camp.	
Around	the	swimming	
pool	18	tents	seems	
settled	as	a	nomad	
camp	in	the	Sahara.

All	the	used	materials	
were	picked	from	local	
Moroccan	handicraft	
and	transformed	to	
daily	uses.	
Vincent	likes	spending	
time	in	nature,	looking	
for	wood	or	steel	
pieces,	using	it	to	
design	spaces.	Rocks,	
stones,	brown	colour	
gradients	are	recurring	
patterns	within	the	
camp.	

A CANVA S C AMP : a u n i q u e e x p e r i e n c e

1 8 	 T E N T S 	
T H O U G H T 	 F O R 	
Y O U R 	 H A P P I N E S S

3	INARA	TENTS	SUITE	of	45	m2

with	inside	king	size	bed,	
salon,	bathromm with	shower	
(hot	water)	and	toilet.	Wood	
stove	and	air	cooler		for	your	
wellness,	surrounded	with	a	
96m2 wood		terrace	with	on	
sunbed	and	salon.	Private	
space	with	a	butler	for	the	
breakfast	and	meals	in	privacy.

9	EMOTION	TENTS	of	30	m2

with	inside	king	size	bed,	
bathromm with	shower	(hot	
water)	and	toilet.	Wood	stove	
and	air	cooler		for	your	
wellness,	surrounded	with	a	
60	m2 wood		terrace	with	on	
sunbed	and	salon.	

6	DISCOVERY	TENTS	of	25m2

with	inside	king	size	bed,	
bathromm with	shower	(hot	
water)	and	toilet.	Surrounded	
with	a	35	m2 wood		terrace.	

Each	tent	has:
- Orange	blossom	“Les	sens

de	Marrakech”	amenities	
with	shower	gel,	
shampooing	and	peel	
hydrating	milk.

- Breakfast,	lunch	and	dinner	
will	be	always	served	in	
different	places	even	if	our	
guests	stay	several	days.

The	camp	remains	secluded	
and	maintains	the	peace	and	
the	quiet	of	so	the	dreams	
become	true.



Swimming	pool	in	the	desert
T H E 	 D E S E R T 	 L A G O O N

At INARA CAMP our vision of luxury is ultimate. A pool, for the comfort of our guests, was necessary.
Unthinkable in the middle of the desert to find this with a new concept, offering the pleasure of being at
the edge of a natural spring.

We used for this beautiful swimming pool the
Italian concept BIO-DESIGN. Revolutionary
concept in the world of pools. The pool is first
dug and shaped by hand. no iron and concrete
structure in this project. The finish is composed of
a resin with sand and quartz. this material
remains porous. Water penetrates matter as on a
sandy beach and many blowers offer whirlpool
baths. Perfect integration in this desert
environment. You will have the impression that

the camp has simply settled around a natural
resurgence.
With BIO-DESIGN we use 38m3 of water when a
traditional pool of the same size requires more
than 60m3Water filtration with glass marbles and
the swimming pool is heated in winter.



L E S O U KO U N E
THE	RESTAURANT	&	EVENT	SPACE

The upper part includes a restaurant, "the Soukoune" (quietness in Arabic), offering an unforgettable view
on the desert and the Atlas Mountains and welcomes guests passing through for lunch or a dinner.
concerned to offer a true desert experience, each guest, has his own tent respecting privacy and
exclusivity. Only 7 tents dispatched on 2 hectares, each one has its own table, parasol with low table to
drink a glass with an unforgettable view, sun bed, camp fire, candles and dim light at the evening.

Chef Mustafa enjoys cooking the best
regional dishes to serve a refined and tasty
local cuisine.
On site, a team from South Sahara welcomes
you with their legendary hospitality.

Our menu is usually composed with:

saffron vegetable cream 
-

Assortment of fine Moroccan 
salads 

-
Tanjia Marrakchia 

(beef meat cooked several hours with spice and preserved 
lemon)

Veggie tagine “Façon Tian”
-

Pastilla with milk and orange 
blossom flavour



A C T I V I T I E S
What	I	can	do	in	the	desert?

Vincent and his team organise many activities 
on site: Camel ride (40 min with a private 
guide), quad bike or buggies are the most 
requested.

A horse ride, 4x4 Safari, E-bike or  mountains 
bike are very amazing. A lunch at the dweller 
in a traditional Berber house is always an 
unforgettable experience.
Magic: stargazing in the desert’s darkness

The most exceptional experience will be the 
Camel Trek in the desert with our local team. 
Departure at 10.00 am for a soft walk of 8 km 
across the desert. During this day you will find 
all the wellbeing of the desert. Your guide will 
share with you all his desert’s knowledge. A 
Pic Nic Chic in the middle of nowhere for the 
lunch. Back to the camp around 4.00 pm.

INARA CAMP is 14 km away from the LALLA 
TAKERKOUST Lake, offering countless water 
activities such as canoeing, kayaking, stand up 
paddling, jet skiing, hover board, banana 
boat. Lunch is also served by the pool for you 
to have a wonderful time. 

Vincent says often:
But the first thing to do is…. Nothing
Just to be disconnected and to listen to the 
silence.

We provide also relaxing or dynamic 
massages outside your tents to be in 
communion with the nature or inside your tent 
for a fully quietness. On request enjoy a 
dynamic wake-up with your personal yoga 
coach. 
At INARA CAMP the kitchen door is always 
open. If you want to share a moment with our 
kitchen team you will be welcome.



L E S 	 T E R R A S S E S 	 D ’A G A F AY
Restaurant,	pool	&	events

LTA	its	also	a		restaurant	open	every	day	
to	welcome	people	with	a	GRILL	PARTY	
menu.	Starters	and	deserts	are	on	the	
buffet	and	guests	come	and	choose	
between	a	choice	of	meat	on	the	grill,	
served	with	roasted	potatoes	and	veggie	
tajine.	The	idea	is	to	live	a	desert	
experience	very	fun	with	a	good	vibe,	
music	(world	music	not	loudly)	
and	so	experience	a	very	good	local	

cuisine,	in	a	wonderful	place	with	a	very	
attentive	service	and	an	atmosphere	in	
the	theme	of	travel.

The	highlight	will	the	swimming	pool,	
that	offers	you	the	best	place	to	refresh	
of	the	fabulous	Marrakech	sunny	days.
We	propose	packages	with	transfer	from	
Marrakech	(pick	up	at	BAB	JDID	–
Mamounia).

LES	TERRASSES	D’AGAFAY	is	
the	new	INARA	CAMP’s	
project.	On	a	land	of	13	
hectares,	beyond	the	
“Soukoune”	and	far	away	
the	accommodations,	
offering	a	stunning	view	on	
the	desert	and	the	Atlas	
mountains,	a	canvas	village	
has	emerged	from	the	
ground.	50	tents	of	25m2	
each	one,	with	inside	king	
size	bed,	bathroom	with	
shower	(hot	water)	and	
toilet	(not	chemical)	,	
carpets,	low	table	and	pouf	
for	an	incredible	comfort.	
LTA	is	now	the	best	place	
to	organize	your	event.
The	restaurant	space	is	
very	flexible,	able	to	

welcome	groups	from	20	
to	300	people.
Perfect for the lunch, 1001
nights dinner or
spectacular overnight to
personalize your Moroccan
trip.
Able to accommodate
marquees for conferences
and seminars LTA is your
best MICE & CORPORATE
tool.
The firework will be the
swimming pool (End summer

2020) . Imagine an aperitif
around the pool with the
sunset on the desert and
the mountains… it's almost
indecent.
Load pictures :

Our	packages:
- Lunch	
- Dinner
- Afternoon	around	the	pool

With	our	shuttle:
- Transfer	and	lunch	
- Transfer	and	dinner
- Private	transfer

Activities	on	site:
- Camels	&	horses
- Quad	and	buggy
- Bike	and	Trekking





O u r 	 s e c r e t 	 p l a c e
Picnic	Chic	in	the	Atlas	Mountains

A very private
lunch in the
mountains:

From INARA CAMP,
at only 40 km
away, we found a
special place
where we provide
an ephemeral set-
up for the lunch.

For a refreshing
day during the
summer, to
discover the Atlas
mountains or to
appreciate a
marvellous view of
the Toubkal peak
(the highest peak
of Morocco it’s
4167 m), our

picnic Chic will be
the ultimate
experience.
In contrast with
the aridity of the
Agafay desert, in a
few kilometres you
will be in the
middle of this lush
nature. You will
find here the
INARA CAMP’s
service

Perfect to
personalize a day
trip during your
guest’s stay at
INARA CAMP.

You can order this
set-up for a day
trip before INARA
CAMP stay.

Picnic	Chic	in	the	Agafay black	desert

A very private lunch in
the desert:

Not far away from INARA
CAMP, in the Agafay
desert’s second part is a
beautiful place that we call
the black desert. In contrary
with the view offers at
INARA CAMP, the black
desert has a relief more
rugged and hilly. Here the
rock is black and the
environment is savage.

It’s here that we love to
arrange ephemeral set-up
very “out of africa”.

Sit down and breeze, feel
the fresh wind on your face
and appreciate the
moment. You can forget
everything and you will be
blown away by this
unforgettable staging
orchestrated by INARA
CAMP.

This Pic Nic Chic cn be
organize through a 4X4
safari across the desert with
a tea break at the dweller.
Perfect way to discover the
Agafay desert.



“a trip to the desert is not just any trip; it is the realization of a dream.
Vincent	JAQUET

INTERVIEW WITH VINCENT JAQUET - FOUNDER OF INARA CAMP

His Moroccan Adventure !	

«In November 2002, I went on a solo trip of 7,000
kilometres through Morocco and literally fell in love
with the Sahara.
3 months later, at the age of 30, I left Biarritz in
southwest of France, to settle in the last village of the
Draa Valley, M’hamid el Ghizlane, where the road stops
to give way to the Saharan dunes... a dream !

In 2003, I created a 15-room boutique hotel, DAR
AZAWAD before opening the first luxury bivouac in
Morocco in 2004.
I like the idea of accommodation’s concept, which can
offer a unique experience during an unusual journey
through this amazing country. Altogether, I have
designed 5 bivouacs which are all completely different
from one to another.
In 2012, I left the DAR AZAWAD adventure to move to
Marrakech.

In 2013, I created LVDS - LES VENTS DU SUD a trip
designer agency specialised in South Morocco, which
offers camp management solutions and provides
expertise on tours and excursion offers to
international agencies. I discovered the Agafay desert in 2015, a rock

desert only 30 kilometres from Marrakech: a
breath-taking landscape, a magical location,
which naturally inspired me the idea of INARA
CAMP.

I am truly passionate about hotel and catering
adventures.
Customer experience in a camp is probably one of the
most extreme in the hospitality industry.
That’s why managing camps in the middle of nowhere
is the ultimate achievement of true passion.

After	 completing	 my	 studies	 at	 the	 Culinary	
and	 Hotel	 Management	 School	 of	 Dijon,	 I	
started	 working	 in	 2	 and	 3	 Michelin	 Star	
restaurants	 with	 Joël	 Robuchon	 and	 other	
great	 chefs,	 who	 have	 taught	 me	 the	
consistency	and	rigour	of	my	trade.	

V i n c e n t 	 J AQU E T
vincent@lvdstravel.com
+212(0)608	015	015



How	to	reach	INARA	CAMP

20	km	since	the	airport	’s	
round	about

9	km	on	the	Agafay	desert	road

3	km	straight	away	on	the	track

Marrakech	
town

Ground	plane	

Contact	our staff:
At	the	office:
Vincent	JAQUET	- CEO- founder	+212(0)608	015	015
Abdou BOULHNA	– Availability	&	Booking	+212	(0)	662	842	846
Daoud AIT	MOUNA	–Booking	Department	+212	(0)	524	204	973
Nour El	Houda AIT	IJOU	– Accout Department +212	(0)	524	204	973

At	the	camp:
Mustapha	ELBACHNA	– Camp	Manager	+212	(0)	604	239	840
Houssein ELBACHNA	– Camp	Manager	Assistant	+212	(0)	600	007	802

kitchen

parking

Private tents for	lunch	or	dinner
7	tents for	2	– 8		pax	

And	1	tent from 2	to	12	pax

Events	space
Of	the	SOUKOUNE

Le	SOUKOUNE
restaurant

3	INARA	SUITE	TENT

9 EMOTION	tents Camp	restaurant
With	loung tent,	and	fire camp

cuisine

Entrance	of	the	camp

Technic	and	dromadaireries	local

Bank	Details
LVDS	"Les	Vents	Du	Sud"	Sarl

IBAN :	007	450	000098700000280675
ATTIJARI	WAFA	BANK	

Centre d'affaires	de	Marrakech
BD MOHAMED	6	

code	swift :	BCMAMAMC

Legal	information:

Société	LVDS	-	LES	VENTS	DU	SUD	-	SARL	au	capital	de	10000	MAD	
ASKJOUR	lot	Maatalah	-	N°	2416	-	M’Hamid	-	40	000	Marrakech	

www.lvdstravel.com				vincent@lvdstravel.com				vincent.lvds@gmail.com	
Tel:	00212	(0)524	204	973	-	GSM:	00212	(0)662	842	846	-	00212(0)608	015	015	

IF:9576094	–	ICE:000073827000021	PATENTE:45193282	RC:57047	

NEW:	event space with	50	fixe	tents and	restaurant



See you soon


